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So let's look at some of @JoeBiden BS

Dr. Eric Feigl-Ding, claims to be a "leading Epidemiologist" oves to bash

@realDonaldTrump in his Biden commercial. So who is this guy really.

Well he's a democrat hack of course. He's a failed candidate in the 2018 Democratic primary for PA's 10th congressional

district. He's a Harvard Grad but actually Feigl-Ding's work focuses on nutrition, health economics. He thinks Vegan's are

less susceptible to COVID-19

Dr Nancy Beth Barr claims to be the Medical Director or Family Health Center. USC Grad in Family Medicine. Her focus is:

Abdominal Cramps

Abdominal Migraine

Abdominal Pain

Abnormal Bowel Movement

Abnormal Stool

This is her before she got her makeover to be on Biden commercials and give her expert analysis on how badly Trump did

with COVID-19

Dr Thomas Fishbein Claims he's a Surgeon and Executive Director of Transplant Institute.

He Treats

Abdominal Abscess

Abdominal Adhesions

Abdominal Wall Defect

Advanced Heart Failure

Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Dysplasia

Loves to Bash Trump's lack of contact tracing
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Procedures he performs:

Abdominal Surgery

Abdominal Wall Reconstruction

Allogeneic Bone Marrow Transplant

Appendectomy

Autologous Bone Marrow Transplant

So his transplanting is basically just Bone Marrow.

This isn't a Dr. Michael Debakey level specialist.

I'm personally familiar with Autologous HSCT because I donated Bone Marrow to my sister who suffered from Leukemia for

20 years, I donated five times, and although it was minimally invasive, it hurt like a sumbitch, but was treated like an

outpatient procedure.

Again this guys His COVID expertise is next to none, but he gets paid to Bash the Trump response ona Biden commercial

along with the others.

Dr. Thomas Fishbein is a general surgeon in Wash DC and is affiliated with one hospital Georgetown. Huge Democrat donor

Now my Favorite Dr Taison Bell claims to be an Infectious disease physician & Medical Director of ICU.

Loves to tell the story about a young mother of 4 asked if she was going to die & he couldn't give her the answer he wanted

to. He goes as far as describing her charm bracelet

After decades of interrogating criminals, too many details are usually lies

He is a real doctor, a flaming liberal one. During an interview, because this guy loves being on camera, he was caught in a

lie about this "young mother of four", his answer was "she was a composite"

See every commercial he makes he is a different kind of doctor with different titles. Bell grad from UVA with a degree in

"African-American and African studies", he completed his medical degree at Columbia. He then trained in "internal medicine"

at Massachusetts Gen Hosp

Not seeing this Infectious Disease specialty he claims in the Biden commercial or the Director of ICU. But like I said every

commercial he does he has a different specialty and title and he makes a lot, and it TDS liberal nut on Twitter

Here's another commercial, different title again. Same shirt and tie as the other so he likely shot the commercial spots on the

same day on the same set and they just changed the graphics

And another, busy day in from of the camera for him

And here on the fear mongering panel



And here on the "Weekly COVID-19 Update"

See Bell is with Leadership Institute Fellow at the Center for American Progress. This is a far eft liberal garbage heap.

He tweets out this to drive fear of how he spends 18 hrs a day in this level of PPE because of COVID-19 but cloth masks

saves lives.

But in reality this is Bell at work passing out PPE at UVA Medical Center.

He is another who believes his anecdotes are not questionable since he is a highly educated doctor.

But his patient reviews aren't stellar

But he's on all levels of media platforms, not sure where he gets the time to actually treat patients.

All part of the Biden Fear Plan to excuse his hiding in the basement for months

More garbage expertise from Taison Bell in the NY Times

Dr. Taison Bell, noted that "it was not yet possible to tell whether the treatment actually 'cured,' or even significantly

benefited, the president."

https://t.co/DCWVmhm8kA

"Doctors administered it to Mr. Trump alongside other therapies, including an antiviral called remdesivir and a steroid called

dexamethasone. The latter is known to provoke a temporary surge in well-being."

That's President Trump to you punk

“From a scientific standpoint, it makes it extremely hard to figure out what benefit came from which of the three

medications,”

What a genius he is. No wonder his patient reviews suck

https://t.co/DCWVmhm8kA
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